Law and science share many perspectives, but they also differ in important ways. While much of science is concerned with the effects of causes (EoC), relying upon evidence accumulated from randomized controlled experiments and observational studies, the problem of inferring the causes of effects (CoE) requires its own framing and possibly different data. Philosophers have written about the need to distinguish between the ''EoC'' and ''the CoE'' for hundreds of years, but their advice remains murky even today. The statistical literature is only of limited help here as well, focusing largely on the traditional problem of the ''EoC.'' Through a series of examples, we review the two concepts, how they are related, and how they differ. We provide an alternative framing of the ''CoE'' that differs substantially from that found in the bulk of the scientific literature, and in legal cases and commentary on them. Although in these few pages we cannot fully resolve this issue, we hope to begin to sketch a blueprint for a solution. In so doing, we consider how causation is framed by courts and thought about by philosophers and scientists. We also endeavor to examine how law and science might better align their approaches to causation so that, in particular, courts can take better advantage of scientific expertise.
Introduction
Law and science share many objects of concern, yet, as modes of understanding the world, they do not necessarily share the same perspective. This is particularly so in the context of scientific evidence, that is, when science is relied upon to answer factual disputes in litigation. In the courtroom, the object of concern is typically an individual, and the legal process is roughly tailored to determine, for instance, whether the civil defendant is responsible for the plaintiff's present condition or the criminal defendant is responsible for whatever he or she is accused of having done. In the laboratory or in science more broadly, in contrast, the object of concern is typically a population, and the scientific method is roughly tailored to determine, for instance, whether exposure to a substance increases or decreases the risk of a particular illness compared with nonexposure, or perhaps how one or another context affects behavior. Thus, one way to view this basic difference in perspective between science and law is that science studies individuals in order to make statements about populations, while the law considers populations in order to make statements about individuals. This essential difference in perspective between what scientists normally do and what the trial process is ordinarily about has profound implications for the law's use of scientific evidence, especially when it comes to matters of inferring causation.
How, and whether, to usefully employ scientific data to inform decisions about individual events is a problem that is central to the law's function. In fact, courts are generally acquainted with the difficulties inherent in employing general scientific data to reach conclusions about specific cases. The primary area in which courts have considered this matter is in medical causation cases, in which they distinguish routinely between ''general causation'' and ''specific causation,'' a distinction that has a long history in philosophy and
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Sociological Methods & Research 43(3) science. Although, invariably, courts, like scientists, initially focus on the general question of causation, the ultimate issue in most trials concerns what caused the observed effect in a particular case. Indeed, many court cases begin with ''the fact'' that a party has a particular condition, for example, a disease or lower pay than ''comparable'' men, and the dispute involves the likely cause of that condition (Faigman 2010) . Courts generally understand, for example, that the question of whether benzene exposure significantly increases the risk of leukemia is fundamentally separate from the question of whether the plaintiff's leukemia is attributable to benzene exposure. Knowing that benzene exposure causes leukemia does not, by itself, demonstrate that benzene exposure caused the plaintiff's leukemia. But this produces a conundrum for the law and science connection. Science typically wishes to infer ''the effects of causes'' (EoC), through experiments and observational studies, but legal fact finders need to infer ''the causes of effects'' (CoE). Legal fact finders cannot reasonably infer from general data alone that a particular effect is attributable to a known cause, yet they are ultimately charged with exactly this responsibility-of determining at some level of certainty what caused a particular effect.
This question of how best to reason from group data to an individual case is pervasive in the courtroom use of science. Indeed, it is present in virtually all courtroom applications of scientific research. But it is rarely if ever cast as the question of inferring the CoE as opposed to the EoC. The courts have failed to bring a coherent strategy to this issue and are largely slapdash in their approach to this matter. Moreover, the distinction has not received the sustained attention of statisticians (but see Dawid 2000; Dawid 2011 ), even though it goes back to the writings of Mill (1873) .
In this article, we seek to begin to remedy this situation. Ultimately, this subject is too big for the number of pages we have at our disposal. Nonetheless, we hope to offer some direction for how the challenge of using group data to decide individual cases might be approached, and in a more focused way alert both the courts and the scientists that the question of the CoE requires new ways of thinking about statistical and scientific evidence. The first section catalogs the several ways courts maneuver the intersection of law and science, where general data are employed to decide specific legal questions. The second section examines the different ways that scientists and philosophers think about causation, and considers whether these ideas might be of service to the courtroom use of science. The third section explores how science might be done so as better to inform legal policy, and the fourth section examines how different legal contexts make different demands on the Dawid et al. 361 science. Finally, the fifth section seeks to frame the law's use of scientific experts, and considers implications for the intersection of law and science.
Making Inferences About Individual Cases in the Courtroom
In the courtroom, the question of reasoning from group data to a particular case occurs in just about every legal context in which scientific evidence is decided by the trier of fact (i.e., the jury or, if there is no jury, the judge). However, courts have not approached these cases with a uniform strategy, much less a strategy that is strongly informed by a sophisticated understanding of statistical inference, especially as it relates to issues of causation. Although it oversimplifies matters somewhat, it is fair to describe judicial practices in this area as comprising three strategies. The first limits the scope of expert testimony to statements about what the research indicates regarding the group, of which the specific case is believed to be an instance. The expert in this first category is limited to describing general research data, and the trier of fact is left to apply that information to the case at hand. Essentially, category 1 testimony permits expert opinion on the effects of the causes related to the issue in the present case, but leaves to the trier of fact the question whether the specific effect was a consequence of the putative cause. The second strategy permits expert testimony at both the general research level and its application to the particular case. The expert or experts in this category are allowed to testify regarding the general inferences permitted by the research, as well as to whether the present case is an instance of that general phenomenon. Essentially, category 2 testimony permits expert opinion on both the effects of certain putative causes and whether the cause of interest is responsible for the effect that is the subject of the legal dispute. The third strategy permits experts to reason directly from the (known or presumed) existence of the effect to its possible causes, including in particular the putative cause that is the subject of the case. This approach, which will seem most foreign to contemporary scientists, allows expert opinion that is based on the ''clinical experience'' of the expert. Essentially, category 3 testimony permits expert opinion on whether the effect was a consequence of the putative cause, despite the fact that there may be no data on the ''EoC'' in the respective area of concern.
Limiting Expert Testimony to the EoC
Although the ultimate issue in trials is usually case-specific, most evidence is general and merely helpful to the ultimate resolution of the case. In legal
parlance, such evidence is ''circumstantial,'' because some additional logical inference is needed for the fact finder to reason from the proof to the conclusion. The fact that, say, John, the defendant in a murder trial, stands to inherit a large sum of money as a consequence of the decedent's death provides motive, but requires further deduction and other evidence. In contrast, testimony from an eyewitness that she saw John shoot the victim is considered ''direct'' proof, since no deduction is required. Of course, circumstantial evidence can have more or less weight than direct evidence. In the criminal case against John, for instance, all that might have been missing from the puzzle was motive. Alternatively, the eyewitness who testified she saw John shoot the decedent might be highly untrustworthy for a variety of reasons, including that she might have a motive to lie or has profoundly bad eyesight. In the process of legal proof, each piece of evidence must be considered on its own as regards its value in answering the ultimate legal question at issue. This makes clear one of the essential axioms of evidence law: that evidence can be admissible if it is probative regarding a fact in dispute. 1 Evidence need only to be a brick in the wall of proof, it need not be the wall. The same is true for scientific evidence.
Perhaps the paradigmatic example of scientific research whose use is limited by courts to informing triers of fact about possible general causes of an observed effect is testimony on eyewitness identification. A substantial body of research has identified a number of factors that interfere with eyewitness accuracy, with some affecting the initial identification and others the recall of the identification. Examples of the former include weapon focus and crossracial identifications, while examples of the latter include confounding information received between identification and recall and the way the lineup is presented. Although the body of research on the causes of eyewitness inaccuracy is voluminous and robust (see Loftus [1979] 1996; Thompson et al. 1998; Wells and Olson 2003) , most researchers would agree that it does not permit an expert to say with confidence whether a particular identification is accurate or not (Cutler and Wells 2009 ). To use a clinical term of art, the research cannot be used diagnostically to determine whether a particular eyewitness identification was accurate. Its relevance is limited to educating the jury about the limits of eyewitness identification.
Courts generally understand the probative value of eyewitness identification research as educational, in that it provides general contextual information to assist the trier of fact decide the case. In United States v. Hines (1999), for example, Judge Nancy Gertner emphasized that the virtue of this testimony is that the expert does not say that the eyewitness should be believed or disbelieved. ''All that the expert does,'' she explained, ''is provide the jury with more information with which the jury can then make a more informed decision'' (p. 72). Professors John Monahan and Laurens Walker (1987) described this contextual information as ''social framework'' evidence, a term that has gained some currency in both the legal and scientific literatures (Faigman et al. 2013 (Faigman et al. -2014 .
According to Monahan and Walker (1987) , social framework evidence has two components, the general social science findings (e.g., the fallibility of cross-racial identification) and its relevance and application to the particular case (e.g., whether the testifying eyewitness was inaccurate in his crossracial identification). In the eyewitness area, as well as in many other areas, an expert could testify about the framework, but would not be permitted to opine about whether the particular case was an instance of the framework. The fact finders would thus be informed about the general research, but would have to make their own inferences about the case at hand.
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In the courtroom, most uses of scientific evidence involve the application of general principles to a specific case. Hence, even if the expert evidence is limited to the ''EoC,'' the ultimate legal issue to which the research is relevant concerns the case at hand. However, this is not always true. Sometimes a general proposition of science is itself the principal issue in a case. A good example of this is the case of Entertainment Software Association v. Blagojevich (2005) , which involved an Illinois law restricting minors' access to violent video games. In Entertainment Software, several video industry trade associations sued the State to enjoin the enforcement of two statutes that regulated the content of violent and sexually explicit videos. The plaintiffs argued that the State's laws violated the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment. The district court agreed that the laws implicated First Amendment rights and held that the legislation could survive only if the State had a compelling interest that would be substantially achieved by the laws. The court found that ''[t] he Illinois General Assembly's main justifications were three legislative findings about the effect of playing video games on minors' physiological and neurological development'' (p. 1073). According to the court, the legislature believed that playing violent video games makes children (1) ''exhibit violent, asocial, or aggressive behavior''; (2) ''[e]xperience feelings of aggression''; and (3) ''[e]xperience a reduction of activity in the frontal lobes of the brain which is responsible for controlling behavior'' (p. 1073).
After extensively reviewing the psychological and neurological research advanced by the State, the court concluded that Illinois had failed to meet its considerable burden. The court explained that the State ''failed to present substantial evidence showing that playing violent video games causes minors In Entertainment Software, the legally relevant inquiry was described at the group level, that is, whether a law limiting access to violent video games could be justified because such games have a deleterious impact on children as a whole. Thus, the ''EoC'' was the pivotal legal issue in dispute and scientific research could speak directly to this issue. The more typical courtroom situation, however, involves the relevance of scientific evidence to decide a case about a particular individual. In the context of violent videos, this might be whether a particular minor's violent action can be attributed to his having played violent video games. Although the defense is unusual, defendants have on occasion argued insanity on the basis of video programming (Chananie 2007; Falk 1996) . In Zamora v. State (1978) , for example, ''Zamora's insanity defense was based on 'involuntary subliminal television intoxication.''' In particular, defense counsel argued that violent television had a noxious influence on sociopathic children and that Zamora had killed as a consequence of this effect. To support this claim, the defense offered two experts. The first, a psychologist, offered to testify to the effect of television on adolescents generally. A second expert, a psychiatrist, testified that the defendant ''did not know right from wrong'' when he ''fired the fatal shot,'' thus applying the general theory of the case to the particular defendant. The court excluded the psychologist on the ground that she could not speak to Zamora's individual case. The psychiatrist was allowed to testify. Zamora was convicted.
The Zamora case, in many respects, illustrates a situation that is exactly the opposite of what the model of scientific inference would presume. The court permitted the clinician to testify about the individual defendant, but not the psychologist who offered the research framework into which the individual purportedly fit. As in the case of expert testimony on eyewitness accuracy, the more enlightened choice would be the reverse, that is, to permit relevant and valid general research findings, but to allow expert opinion about the specific case only if it could be validly provided. The Alice in Wonderland approach of Zamora is considered in section I.C., subsequently. The more scientifically realistic problem of deciding whether to permit an expert to opine about how general research data fit a particular case is considered in the next section.
Permitting Expert Testimony on the Effects of Reputed Causes and the Cause of the Observed Effect
As described in the previous section, there are a number of areas in which the courts limit expertise to the general description of the EoC. The application of the insights provided by this general research to the case at hand is left to the fact finders to determine. At the same time, in many legal contexts, courts insist on expert proof at both levels of causation, general and specific. Indeed, especially in certain kinds of case, courts regularly expect experts to be able to provide testimony, both on the general effects of certain causes, and that the effect in the case at bar is attributable to a particular cause.
3 The reasons why courts sometimes limit expert proof to the EoC, while at other times they insist on an opinion about the cause of a specific effect, are somewhat elusive. In most instances, an expert addressing the cause of a specific event will rely upon evidence of the EoC, whether from experimental evidence or some other form of data and analysis. Nonetheless, to a large extent, it appears that courts' expectations regarding the specificity of the proof are dictated by legal standards, rather than the ability of scientists to provide the necessary proof. The admission of expert testimony that some cause produced the observed effect depends primarily on the legal demand for such proof, rather than experts' ability to validly supply such proof.
The two broad areas in which courts routinely expect, and often require, proof of both general effects and specific causes are cases involving medical causation and forensic identification. 4 While causation judgments in medicine and forensics are not alike scientifically, courts treat them as of a kind.
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As regards the former, courts have largely insisted that without adequate proof of both general causation and specific causation, the case fails. In the latter contexts, it appears that it was the forensic specialists who insisted on their ability to individualize, and courts have largely accepted this claim uncritically (Faigman, Monahan, and Slobogin forthcoming) .
In the typical medical causation case, the plaintiff has the burden to prove, first, that some cause (i.e., drug, substance, or device) produces some deleterious effect and, second, that it did so in this case. Consider, for example, a claim that the plaintiff's leukemia was caused by his exposure to perchloroethylene (PCE), a chemical in dry-cleaning fluid (see Magistrini v. One Hour Martinizing Dry Cleaning 2002) . Virtually all courts would require, first, credible scientific proof that PCE causes leukemia in populations exposed to it at dosages comparable to what the plaintiff was exposed to, and, second, that the plaintiff's leukemia was caused by it (see In re Rezulin On the general causation side of the equation, credible scientific proof is likely to come in a variety of forms. In the case of PCE, a number of different research paradigms and a multitude of studies are likely to be cited both for and against the general connection claimed. These might include clinical observations, in vitro experiments, animal studies, and epidemiology. This work is likely to rely on uneven research designs, widely varying dosage levels, and a range of possible statistical interpretations. Nonetheless, the basic question of whether the available research converges sufficiently to permit the conclusion that PCE causes leukemia is one that is familiar to scientists.
Significantly less familiar to scientists is the second component of the causation equation, assessing whether the alleged cause, in fact, produced the observed effect. In medical causation cases, courts have largely settled on a single means by which experts are permitted to reason from evidence of general causation to proof of specific causation. This method is referred to as ''differential etiology. '' 6 Differential etiology is a strategy of formal logic devised by lawyers and not a medical or scientific term. In short, differential etiology requires a testifying expert, first, to rule in the putative cause and then, second, to rule out other possible causes of the effect in issue. This method has little scientific grounding and, indeed, is as much art as science.
To be done right, differential etiology would involve a multitude of factors, few of which are easily quantified or yet well defined. Without attempting to provide a comprehensive guide to how differential etiology might be done validly, we note that a testifying expert would have to attend to a multiplicity of factors.
As an initial starting point, an expert offering an opinion regarding a specific case must first consider the strength of the evidence for the general proposition being applied in the case. If the claim is that substance X caused plaintiff's condition Y, the expert must initially consider the strength of the relationship between X and Y as a general matter. For example, both secondhand smoke and firsthand smoke are associated with lung cancer, but the strength of the relationship is generally much stronger for the latter than it is for the former. The inquiry regarding strength of relationship will depend on many factors, including, among other things, the statistical strength of any claims and the quality of the methods used in the research. Additionally, the general model must consider the strength of the evidence for alternative possible causes of Y and the strength of their respective relationships (and possibly interactions with other factors). Again, the quality of the research and the different methodologies employed will make comparisons difficult.
Complicating matters further regarding identification of potential causes of condition Y are the myriad of possible causes that have not been studied or have been studied inadequately. Hence, determining the contours of the general model is a dicey affair in itself, since it requires combining disparate research results and discounting those results by an unknown factor associated with additional variables not yet studied. And this is just the first part of the necessary analysis if the expert wants to give an opinion about an individual case.
The second part of the analysis-specific application of general scientific findings that are supported by adequate research-requires two abilities, neither of which is clearly within most scientists' skill sets. The first, and perhaps less problematic, is that of forensic investigator. Almost no matter what the empirical relationship alleged, exposure or dosage levels will be relevant to the diagnosis. The first principle of toxicology is that ''the dose makes the poison,'' since any substance in sufficient quantities could injure or kill. The expert testifying to specific causation must determine exposure and dosage levels for the suspected cause (i.e., the source suspected by the client) as well as for all other known or possible causes. This task is difficult enough alone, but is enormously complicated by the significant potential for recall bias, given that the litigation will be profoundly affected by what is recalled.
The second skill set that is needed has not yet been invented or even described with precision. Somehow, the diagnostician of cause must integrate the surfeit of information concerning the multitude of factors that make up the general model, combine this with the case history information known or suspected about the individual, and offer an opinion with some level of confidence that substance X was the likely cause of condition Y. In practice, this opinion is usually stated as follows: ''Within a reasonable degree of medical certainty, it is my opinion that X caused [a particular case of] Y.'' This expression has uncertain empirical meaning and is mainly a mantra repeated by experts for purposes of legal decision makers, who similarly have little idea what it means. But even less extreme versions of this statement-such as, ''It is more likely than not true that this case is an instance of some general phenomenon''-are objectionable. Such statements are cloaked in the guise of science, but are little more than educated guesses. Indeed, experts' casespecific conclusions appear to be based largely on an admixture of an unknown combination of knowledge of the subject, experience over the years, commitment to the client or cause, intuition, and blind faith.
Despite the lack of a scientific basis for differential etiology, in the medical causation context the perceived need to have an expert connect general
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Sociological Methods & Research 43(3) research to the case at hand is, in many respects, understandable. Unlike expert evidence that indicates that cross-racial identifications are less accurate on average than same-race identifications, expert evidence that PCE doubles the risk of leukemia will have little meaning to the average juror. Expert testimony on eyewitness accuracy educates the fact finder to the possible limitations associated with a powerful item of evidence. The expert opinion helps jurors reach a conclusion about the individual case, because they can then integrate this information into the totality of the other evidence available. In medical causation cases, however, jurors need more. Knowing that PCE doubles the risk is helpful, certainly, but without some guidance regarding how to apply this information to the case at hand, jurors are unlikely to know what to do with this information. At least, this appears to be the judgment reached by courts, since they uniformly require credible testimony on both general and specific causation. In civil cases involving medical causation, therefore, the imperative to admit testimony about whether the specific effect is an instance of some general effects is more the product of the demands of the law than the power of the science. On the criminal side of the judicial docket, a parallel phenomenon occurs, but without the legal need. Non-DNA forensic identification experts regularly seek to testify regarding the specifics of particular cases. Forensic experts are infamous for claiming the ability to ''individualize'' trace evidence (Saks and Koehler 2008) . This ability, they claim, permits them to say that the latent fingerprint, bullet, or shoeprint came from the finger, gun, or shoe in question-to the exclusion of all other fingers, guns, or shoes in the world. Although the claimed reasoning process that would permit forensic individualization is not identical to that of differential etiology, it is similarly without scientific basis. Moreover, unlike the legal demands of medical causation cases, there is no need in criminal cases for experts to opine about the specific case. Indeed, any such imperative runs in the other direction.
In the non-DNA forensic identification sciences, such as fingerprints, firearms, handwriting, bitemarks, and so forth, the basic task is one of pattern recognition. Although the different areas present varying challenges, the essential charge for each of these specialties can be described similarly. An unknown finger, gun, shoe, or set of teeth left a pattern at the scene of a crime that is similar to or consistent with a known finger, gun, shoe, or set of teeth associated with a suspect or the defendant. From a scientific standpoint, the initial question concerns the frequency of the pattern. A sneaker print associated with a size 11 men's running shoe will have a higher random match probability than a similar shoe in size 14. Forensic examiners, however, dwell little on such notions of statistical probability, and search for allegedly unique wear patterns. Their objective is to say that the unknown pattern left at the scene of the crime indisputably came from the known pattern associated with the defendant (United States v. Havvard 2000).
Like the case-specific testimony offered in medical causation cases, somewhere between the general framework evidence that the case at hand could be an instance of the general phenomenon, a miracle occurs and some expert offers the opinion that the case at hand is an instance of that general phenomenon. In the most scientifically sophisticated form of forensic identification science, DNA profiling, no such divine intervention is needed. Instead, because the science has advanced adequately to permit substantial confidence in the frequency of finding the DNA evidence in a random sample of the population, DNA evidence is effectively presented at the general or framework level. Although the statistics might be overwhelming, such as a random match probability of 1 in 10 billion, the expert does not state that the sample came from an identified person to the exclusion of everyone else in the world.
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If non-DNA forensic identification experts were limited to what the science can bear, they would be allowed to testify only about the general data-assuming that data are available to support this testimony. In fact, in many forensic specialties, no such general data exist (Saks and Faigman 2008) . In effect, in these areas, forensic examiners reason from the supposed causes of the particular effect to the effects of pertinent causes. This is a phenomenon that occurs even more regularly in medical causation cases, in which experts sometimes seek to testify that the temporal association between a cause and an effect provides proof of the general effect of that cause. This approach turns the scientific method on its head. Yet, many courts make special allowance for such testimony, a practice that is the focus of the next section.
Permitting Experts to Reason From the Existence of the Effect to Possible Causes
The idea that courts might allow experts to rely on the fact that a particular effect immediately followed a purported cause, to support their conclusion that that cause produced that effect, is one that surely would make most scientists' teeth hurt. Indeed, it violates that age-old caution, post hoc ergo propter hoc (''after this, therefore because of this''). Yet, many courts, especially state courts, permit such inferences under what is essentially an exception to their general rule for scientific testimony. This rule, referred to as the 370
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''opinion rule,'' allows experts to rule in a suspected cause of an illness or condition on the basis of their experience with the subject. In practice, the opinion rule allows experts to use differential etiology to rule in the disputed cause, despite the absence of research studies that would support that hypothesis. Not surprisingly, the opinion rule is justified primarily on the basis of legal precepts, rather than any scientific claims. The opinion rule is primarily a function of the hoary Frye test (Frye v. United States 1923), which requires that a scientific technique or opinion should have achieved general acceptance in its particular field before it can be admitted in court. The Frye test itself is generally perceived as a fairly conservative test that limits the amount of expert evidence that appears in court. The opinion rule operates as an exception to the demand of general acceptance. In contrast to Frye, the predominant rule applied in courts today comes from the Supreme Court's decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (1993; Faigman and Monahan 2005) . The Daubert Court held that judges had a responsibility as gatekeepers to ensure that the methods and principles underlying proffered expert opinion were more likely than not reliable and valid. The basic distinction between Frye and Daubert is one of perspective. Frye requires judges to ask the respective fields from which the science comes whether it is ''generally accepted,'' while Daubert puts the onus on judges to inspect the scientific foundation for the proffered testimony.
The opinion rule is primarily a feature of Frye jurisdictions, though only a minority of them subscribe to it. Daubert jurisdictions, possibly because of the greater scientific sophistication demanded of them, have largely eschewed the practice of permitting post hoc reasoning, at least in medical causation cases.
8 A good example of the fairly sophisticated federal approach to this issue is Hendrix v. Evenflo Co. (2010). In Hendrix, the plaintiff claimed that the traumatic brain injury suffered by a newborn in a traffic accident caused the victim's autism spectrum disorder. The trial court excluded the testimony and the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed. The appellate court noted, initially, that general research does not support the hypothesis that traumatic brain injury is a cause of autism (p. 1196). Thus, the expert had failed to rule in the operative cause of the condition. The expert, however, had sought to effectively rule in trauma as the cause of autism by a combination of the temporal proximity between the trauma and the condition and, through differential etiology, ruling out all other known causes. The Eleventh Circuit rejected this method as scientifically indefensible. ''[A] mere temporal relationship between an event and a patient's disease or symptoms does not allow an expert to place that event on a list of Dawid et al.
possible causes of the disease or symptoms'' (p. 1197). Indeed, the court added that anecdotal experience alone was not enough to rule in the putative cause. ''Case studies and clinical experience, used alone and not merely to bolster other evidence, are also insufficient to show general causation'' (p. 1197).
In stark contrast to Hendrix is the case of Hood v. Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. (2010). In Hood, a Florida trial court had excluded the plaintiff's expert, who offered to testify that the plaintiff's use of a nasal gel had caused him to lose all sense of smell. However, the intermediate appellate court reversed, holding that the expert's testimony qualified as pure opinion and thus the Frye rule did not apply. According to the appellate court, '''pure opinion' testimony does not have to meet Frye because this type of testimony is based on the expert's personal experience and training'' (p. 1173). The court explained that the Florida opinion rule was mandated by the Florida Supreme Court's decision in Marsh v. Valyou (2007) . Under Marsh, expert opinion ''developed from inductive reasoning based on the experts' own experience, observation, or research'' is not subject to Frye analysis (p. 1173). Frye is restricted, under this view, to ''when an expert witness reaches a conclusion by deduction, from applying new and novel scientific principle, formula, or procedure developed by others'' (p. 1173).
The Marsh approach, and that of the opinion rule more generally, is fundamentally contrary to basic precepts of the scientific method, if not logic itself. After all, if the complained-of substance or product has not been shown to be a scientifically plausible cause of the condition, how can an expert opine that it was the cause? Justice Cantero raised this concern in dissent in Marsh, arguing that testimony about specific causation must necessarily depend on proof of general causation. He observed as follows:
The majority's holding that an opinion about specific causation need not pass the Frye test, even where the underlying theory of general causation is not accepted, in effect renders specific causation testimony always admissible as the ''pure opinion'' of the expert . . . . Permitting an expert to testify that X caused Y in a specific case without requiring the general acceptance of the theory that X can ever cause Y expands the ''pure opinion'' exception to the point where it swallows the rule. (pp. 562-63) The basis for the opinion rule is not mere ignorance alone, but rather a judgment regarding the purposes of the civil jury system. The Hood court readily recognized that several federal courts, applying Daubert, had excluded the very expert to be admitted here. But, the court stated, it felt ''compelled to it is unnecessary for a plaintiff to conclusively demonstrate a causal link or to identify the ''precise etiology'' of the medical condition allegedly caused by the substance or predicate event. Accordingly, Marsh presents a ''battle-ofthe-experts'' approach to the admissibility of expert testimony, designed to prevent trial judges from usurping ''the jury's role in evaluating the credibility of experts and choosing between legitimate but conflicting scientific views.'' (p. 1175, quoting Marsh, p. 549)
The Hood court's candor that the opinion rule is about legal process, not scientific method, is also in accord with the California approach. California, like Florida, historically permitted an exception to its Frye-oriented rule for pure opinion testimony.
9 California based its opinion rule on perceptions of judicial process rather than the nature-or validity-of the expert evidence. According to the California Supreme Court, the primary concern with scientific opinion is the possibly overwhelming influence it might have on jurors (People v. Kelly 1976). The court observed that ''[l]ay jurors tend to give considerable weight to 'scientific' evidence when presented by 'experts' with impressive credentials'' (p. 1245). The Frye threshold, therefore, establishes a barrier in order to protect against juror credulity. Nonscientific expert opinion, according to the California high court, does not present a similar danger: ''When a witness gives his personal opinion on the stand-even if he qualifies as an expert-the jurors may temper their acceptance of his testimony with a healthy skepticism born of their knowledge that all human beings are fallible'' (People v. McDonald 1984) .
It is not obvious that juror credulity is functionally different as between expert scientific opinion based on deduction and expert opinion based on pure experience (Faigman 2008) . It is well to recall, however, the Florida Supreme Court's statement in Marsh that the opinion rule is legitimate only so long as it gives to the jury the opportunity of ''choosing between legitimate but conflicting scientific views.'' The scientific legitimacy of reasoning from a specific effect to general causes is considered in the following sections.
Different Ways to Think About Causation
While statisticians have sometimes recognized the distinction between the EoC and the CoE, their focus has been largely on the former. For example, in a widely cited article on causality in science, Holland (1986) 
makes this
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distinction, but goes on to focus on models for the EoC and the importance of randomization in inferring these. Indeed, Holland (1986 Holland ( , 1993 and others who cite him usually focus on measuring the ''average causal effect'' as described in the work of Rubin (1974) , Rubin (1978) , and Splawa-Neyman ([1923a] 1990), which is estimable precisely in situations involving randomization.
In his discussion of the history of causal thinking, Holland notes how it appears in various guises in the writings of Aristotle, Lock, Hume, and especially John Stuart Mill. He quotes Mill as follows:
. . . we have not yet proved that antecedent to be the cause until we have reversed the process and produced the effect by means of that antecedent artificially, and if, when we do so, the effect follows, the induction is complete . . . . (p. 252) Although this focuses more on the EoC, Mill goes on to note: Induction is mainly a process for finding the causes of effects: and . . . in the more perfect of the sciences, we ascend, by generalization from particulars, to the tendencies of causes considered singly, and then reason downward from those separate tendencies, to the effect of the same causes when combined.
. . . as a general rule, the EoC are far more accessible to our study than the CoE . . .
While statisticians do not often distinguish between the EoC and the CoE, they do distinguish between prospective and retrospective studies, as do epidemiologists. In situations involving categorical data, for example, when there are two putative causes (X ¼ 0 and X ¼ 1) and two possible outcomes (Y ¼ 0 and Y ¼ 1), statistical analysts focus on the probabilities in a 2 Â 2 contingency table of Table 1 , where p 00 , p 01 , p 10 , and p 11 are nonnegative ''cell probabilities'' that sum to 1. Then the association between X and Y is often measured in terms of the odds ratio (OR): The important property of the OR is that it is symmetric as between X and Y; in particular, it can be estimated both from prospective studies where we ''control'' or condition on X and then examine Y, and from retrospective studies, where we control or condition on Y and then observe X. This follows from the crucial property of the OR that it is unchanged by rescaling of rows and columns (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland 1975; Edwards 1963; Fienberg 1980 ). An extension of this equivalence relates to the validity of computing logistic regression coefficients, with data from a retrospective study, just as if the data had been collected prospectively-then we are essentially looking at adjusted ORs (Farewell 1979) .
The OR differs from a criterion widely used by epidemiologists and the courts: the relative risk (or risk ratio), RR. Whereas the OR compares the relative odds of the outcome Y for the two values of X, the relative risk compares the probabilities, P 1 and P 0 , of the outcome for the two values of X. When P 1 and P 0 are small, OR approximates RR. However, when P 1 and P 0 are close to .5, the OR is typically much larger than RR.
The RR, or some form of adjusted RR, is often, and often quite reasonably, used as a measure of the effect (on Y) of a cause (X); however, its application to assessing the cause of an effect is more problematic. Some courts require that RR exceed 2 before invoking the legal criterion of ''more probable than not. '' 10 This comes from the epidemiological literature on ''assigned shares'' (Lagakos and Mosteller 2006) or attributable risk (Greenland and Robins 1988) . However, as we will see below this is not correct, at any rate if taken as implying that a value of RR below 2 does not support a claim of causation at the civil standard of proof.
EoC Versus CoE
It might be thought, from the relevance of the OR, in a 2 Â 2 table to both prospective and retrospective studies, that it could be used to elide the distinction between the EoC and the CoE. However, this is not the case, since it turns out that it is the relative risk RR, and not the OR, that is required for assessing CoE; and RR does not share OR's insensitivity to the direction of inference-just as the general equivalence of prospective and retrospective inference fails when either X or Y is continuous, as was clear in the work of Galton who, in the nineteenth century, showed that the regression of X on Y is not obtainable from the regression of Y on X.
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To illustrate the relationships and differences between ''EoC'' and ''CoE,'' we consider the following pair of questions (Dawid 2011): EoC: I have a headache. I am wondering whether to take aspirin. Will that cause my headache to disappear? CoE: I had a headache and took aspirin. My headache went away. Was that caused by the aspirin?
We attempt to address these two queries using the data in the 2 Â 2 contingency table of Table 2 , constructed from a hypothetical double-blind randomized experiment involving 200 individuals, with 100 given aspirin tablets, and 100 chalk tablets (the control). The patients take their assigned tablets the next time they get a headache, and record how long it is until the headache has gone. We interpret ''recovery'' as (say) ''headache disappears within 30 minutes.'' The OR is 3.14, so we have some evidence that taking an aspirin causes headaches to go away. Adjusting for covariates might sharpen the inferences, by removing additional sources of variation, but the randomized experimental results in Table 3 above are about as good as it gets for inferring the effect (on recovery) of the cause (taking aspirin).
Suppose, however, we are interested in the CoE, as we are in the legal context. So we consider a situation where someone did take aspirin (A ¼ 1), and the actual response was recovery (R ¼ 1). We might now imagine two ''potential responses'': R 0 , indicating recovery (or not) if the aspirin is not taken, and R 1 , indicating recovery if it is taken. We have observed R 1 ¼ 1, but have not observed-indeed, we now have no way of observing-R 0 . To address the issue of whether taking the aspirin caused the observed recovery, we might ask: What is the probability that the (necessarily unobserved) potential response R 0 , which would have been observed had I not taken aspirin (A ¼ 0), would have been different (R 0 ¼ 0) from that actually observed (R 1 ¼ 1)?
It would obviously be nice if we could estimate this probability from data, such as that in Table 3 , but this is not straightforward. From these results, we can only fill in the margins of Table 3 , as shown. Since we can never observe both responses R 0 and R 1 on the same individual, as a matter of logic we cannot observe x, the number of individuals having R 0 ¼ 0 and R 1 ¼ 1. However, as soon as we hypothesize a value for x, the remaining figures in the table are determined, as shown. We can then estimate the probability of causation (PC) as:
Now because all the entries in Table 3 must be nonnegative, we know that x ! 18 and thus PC ! :6: The value of PC is thus greater than the civil standard of proof, .5, so we have evidence to support the conclusion that the aspirin was the cause of the recovery. But note that, even if we had perfect information from the experiment, with no uncertainty, we can say little more about PC (unless we have some additional relevant scientific information). Appling the above argument with completely general frequencies, we can relate the PC to the causal relative risk Pr(R 1 ¼ 1)/Pr(R 0 ¼ 1)-which will be the same as RR so long as we derive this quantity from a properly performed and analyzed experimental study. We then find:
In particular, RR > 2 implies that PC > ½. This gives some support to the courts' inclination to require relative risks to exceed 2 in order to meet the civil standard of proof. Because there is only an inequality relationship between PC and RR, however, finding that RR falls short of 2 does not necessarily imply that PC < ½.
We caution that, depending on the context, there may be other valid ways to make inferences about the CoE than through the measure PC. Also, if we have additional information, for example, on genetic effects moderating the effects of treatment, we may be able to refine further our inferences about PC (Dawid 2010) . But in any event, even if we start with the best possible Dawid et al. 377
information (perfect experimental results) about the EoC, and use all relevant auxiliary information, we need to apply subtle logic to make inferences about the CoE (which will still, necessarily, remain imprecisely determined). Dawid, Musio, and Fienberg (2013) provide a more general treatment of the general framework for bounding PC and for extensions to it involving uncertainty in the data on the potential outcomes.
Specifics of CoE in a Legal Context Discrimination Litigation
The language of civil rights laws dating back to the 1960s dealing with discrimination has a strong causal flavor. Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits an employment practice that affects an individual's employment ''because of such individual's race . . . . '' Similar language arises in sex discrimination law. We observe that a woman is not hired for a job at company X. Essentially the law asks: What would have happened if the applicant for a job had been a man rather than a woman but nothing else had changed? Obviously, we cannot observe this counterfactual situation and compare it with what actually happened, and thus the law has traditionally settled for observational data and statistical methods such as regression for measuring pay disparities and logistic regression for disparities in hiring and promotion. Expert witnesses using such methods employ the ''sex coefficient'' to measure discrimination. We observe the outcomes for those who applied to company X or were in the company X workforce and then we ask whether sex was a cause, and so we consider a regression of pay on sex and other permissible explanatory variables that measure qualifications, market factors, and so on. A recent report from the National Research Council notes:
To draw inferences from running regressions on observational data, substantial prior knowledge about the mechanisms that generated the data must be used to support the necessary assumptions. Studies vary substantially in the degree to which the necessary assumptions are adequately justified. (Blank, Dabady, and Citro 2004) What typically goes unsaid in such settings is that we are really interested in the cause of the observed effects, as opposed to the effects of the cause (sex), which is what the regression actually measures. We can't simply reverse the regression (even if that were a well-defined notion), and, unlike what we saw for the OR, the ''sex coefficient'' is not the same going forward and backward. In the 1980s, these issues were at the center of several discrimination
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Sociological Methods & Research 43 (3) lawsuits, and a number of statisticians wrote about the role of reverse regression for measuring discrimination. Conway and Roberts (1983) and Dempster (1988) and the accompanying discussion of these articles provide a readable summary of the technical debate on this topic, but that tended to focus on the ''fairness'' of qualifications, rather than the contrast between CoE and EoC-though this is implicit in the language of the academic debate. Academic interest in the question of what regression to use and how to capture the question before the courts then waned (but see Greiner 2008) , and courts continued to see a battle of experts presenting alternative regression analyses of a more traditional sort. Rarely is there any discussion of how these analyses relate to the actual company processes for hiring and deciding on pay and promotions. Wal-Mart v. Dukes (2011) was to be the largest class-action lawsuit in the history of the United States. The Plaintiffs were current or former employees of Wal-Mart. They sought judgment against Wal-Mart for injunctive and declaratory relief, punitive damages, and back pay, on behalf of themselves and a nationwide class of some 1.5 million female employees, because of what they alleged to be Wal-Mart's discrimination against women in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Under applicable legal standards for certifying the class, the Plaintiffs were obligated to demonstrate that ''there are questions of law or fact common to the class'' (p. 2549). In the case at hand, this required that class members ''have suffered the same injury'' (p. 2551). At the class certification hearing in federal district court, Plaintiffs' sociological expert witness testified regarding his ''social framework analysis'' of Wal-Mart's ''culture'' and personnel practices, and concluded that the company was ''vulnerable'' to gender discrimination. The reasoning here was from the general-that of Wal-Mart's ''strong corporate culture''-to the specific-that Wal-Mart discriminated against its women employees as a consequence Walker 2011a, 2011b) . The Plaintiff's economic expert reported on regression analyses for compensation, region by region with dummy variables for stores. In these analyses, the sex coefficient was highly statistically significant, but this was not surprising given the large number of employees included in the analyses. The Defendant's expert also reported on regression analyses with additional explanatory variables, but at the store level and even department within store level. In her analyses, the sex coefficient was largely insignificant or was not well identified.
In the lower courts, the Plaintiffs' experts' theories prevailed. The Supreme Court, however, found the evidence presented by the Plaintiffs' experts inadequate. Indeed, the Court concluded that the putative class was too broad and lacked commonality, even if the Plaintiffs' experts' testimony was accepted at face value. More generally, as regards the sociological evidence, the Court went on to note that ''we can safely disregard what he has to say. It is worlds away from 'significant proof' that Wal-Mart 'operated under a general policy of discrimination.''' Justice Ginsburg, concurring in part and dissenting in part, did not mention the Plaintiffs' sociological evidence, but she did find the regression analyses credible. She and the other dissenters from this part of the Court's opinion believed that the majority had incorrectly interpreted the rules of class certification, and would have remanded the case for further consideration.
Epidemiological Evidence of Causation: The Case of Thimerisol and Autism
A 1998 Lancet publication linked the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine to the emergence of autism in 12 young children within 1-14 days after receiving the vaccine (Wakefield et al. 1998 ). There were no comparable controls and no adjustments for covariates, let alone a randomized controlled clinical trial. Subsequently, attention was focused on thimerisol, a preservative widely used in multiple use vials of the MMR vaccine, as a potential causal agent, because it contained ethyl mercury and methyl mercury, which had been linked to a variety of neurological disorders. An elaborate case-control study was ultimately carried out by the Centers for Disease Control, and this and other epidemiological studies were reviewed by a series of Committees at the Institute of Medicine. They reported that ''the body of epidemiological evidence favors rejection of a causal relationship between thimerisol-containing vaccines and autism. The committee further finds that potential biological mechanisms for vaccine-induced autism that have been generated to date are theoretical only'' (Immunization Safety Committee 2004). Nonetheless, many lawsuits followed, filed by parents of autistic children against the vaccine manufacturers and the U.S. Government. According to Moreno (2009) The three test cases were heard by separate special masters. 11 Typical of the voluminous expert witness testimony on behalf of the petitioners was that of a toxicologist, who opined that autism could be caused by a disorder that prevents children from effectively eliminating mercury. This assertion was countered by a defense expert who claimed that the available evidence did not support such a link and that ''it is inappropriate to generalize . . . from one form of mercury to another'' (Moreno 2009 (Moreno , p. 1525 . In the background was the epidemiologic evidence in the 1998 Lancet article.
Although the cases were heard separately the special masters concurred in the following language:
First, the specific/individual causation claims were rejected because the medical evidence proffered by ''the petitioners . . . failed to demonstrate that her[/his] vaccinations played any role at all in causing those [autism-related] problems.'' Second, the general causation claims were rejected because ''petitioners . . . failed to demonstrate that thimerosal-containing vaccines . . . or that the MMR vaccine can contribute to causing . . . autism . . . .'' (Moreno 2009 (Moreno :1514 Much has been written about the outcome of these cases, which have virtually all been dismissed at this time (Brady 2009; Moreno 2009; Offit 2007; Sugarman 2007) . The original research article that triggered much of the controversy has since been withdrawn by the editors because of allegations of fraud and the lead author of the article has been censured by the British Medical Association and struck off the U.K. medical register (Hawkes 2011) .
Framing the Law's Use of Scientific Experts
There remains a yawning disconnect between how the law defines expert proof and the ability of science validly to supply such proof. To some extent, this divide is merely a product of the law's unrealistic expectations about the power of science. Applied science-which encompasses all of the science that the law cares about-is limited by the methods, both research and statistical, that are available to it in particular contexts. The law, in contrast, constructs legal doctrines, either with utter disregard for what scientists might be able to say about the facts relevant to those doctrines or in light of a folk understanding of the science that might bear on those relevant facts. In either case, a more clear-eyed view of the fundamental distinction between identifying, on one hand, the EoC and, on the other hand, the CoE, will do much to lessen the divide between these two disciplines.
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Law and science are entirely separate institutions, with distinct approaches to identifying what is important to consider or study, to the methodologies brought to bear on those subjects deemed relevant, and to the objectives or goals of the entire enterprise. At the same time, these two venerable institutions intersect in a multitude of ways. When they do meet, however, each does so on its own terms, or, that is, from its own perspective. From the scientist's standpoint, law very often suggests hypotheses of interest or permits the application of hypotheses to new and salient contexts. From the law's standpoint, science very often supplies the brute facts integral to legal decision making or policy formation or creates new matters that legal doctrine must address. In short, when law and science intersect, the two institutions continue to maintain their separate methods and objectives, with each eyeing the other for its own purposes. The law and science intersection can only be described from each of their relative perspectives (Faigman 1999) .
While law and science are, and inevitably will remain, separate, the issue we address in this article lies dead center at their point of intersection. The issue of reasoning from group data to individual decision (also referred to as G2i)-that is, having proof of both the EoC and the CoE-presents a key challenge regarding the translation of scientific findings into legal outcomes. It is perhaps not surprising that this translational issue has not shone more brightly on the radar screens of both lawyers and scientists. As we illustrated in the previous sections, for scientists, reasoning about the CoE is in tension with conventional methods of studying populations and inferring causation; and for lawyers, such reasoning appears solvable by recourse to conventional logic (i.e., differential etiology) or folk science. Thus, neither scientists nor lawyers have delved deeply into the subject. But given their fundamentally different identities and sensibilities, each must approach the matter of the CoE in its own way.
From the perspective of science, the challenge of reasoning from group data to individual decisions is, at first glance, a statistical one. But even brief reflection on the subject soon reveals the deep complexity of the subject. This complexity operates on both the front end of research design and on the back end in applying the findings to particular cases. On the front end, a scientist's ability to increase the specificity of findings can depend on innumerable factors, including the sampling method used, data collected, research design employed, and statistical tests applied. On the back end, it might be possible to define and regularize the concept of differential etiology more than has so far been done. Given the fairly amorphous state of this methodology, at least insofar as the courts make use of it, there is considerable room for improvement.
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Sociological Methods & Research 43(3) From the perspective of the law, the challenge of reasoning from group data to individuals is endemic to the whole enterprise. In the trial setting, the issue is not so much the inevitable need to individualize group data, but the question of when the law should, and indeed whether it must, turn that function over to experts. Under virtually all evidence codes, expert evidence must be helpful to the fact finder. Although this principle does not mean that the subject must be entirely outside the ken of jurors, it does contemplate that experts will provide jurors with more information, and give them more assistance, than they would otherwise have. Added to this basic helpfulness requirement for expert evidence is the basic axiom that evidence need only be probative, it need not prove the case: Evidence is admissible if it is a brick in the wall, it does not have to be the wall.
When experts present evidence regarding the individual case, they potentially run afoul of these two principles of evidence law. Specifically, if science cannot validly speak to individual cases-that is, if it cannot identify the cause of an identified effect-then their testimony is not helpful. Moreover, the inclination of expert witnesses to resolve the ultimate issue in the particular case, most evident in medical causation and non-DNA forensic identification cases, manifests the perception that scientific evidence needs to be more than merely a brick in the wall of proof.
At the start of this article, we noted that our subject was too big for the number of pages at our disposal. And indeed it is, for any redress of the challenges we have attempted to identify here will take the concerted effort of both scientists and legal scholars.
It is clear to us that scientists could do much more in studying the matter of reasoning about the CoE. This is, at bottom, a topic infused with methodological and statistical issues, and is highly relevant not only to sundry legal contexts but also to medicine and public health. At the same time, it is clear to us that the law must similarly take a hard look at the state of the science of inferring CoE and consider the necessity of admitting this evidence without better safeguards. The law's analysis of this issue will likely have to be done context by context, if not case by case. As we have noted, looking at the usual scientific question of the EoC precedes reasoning about the CoE, and there may be limited scientific evidence to bring to bear on the latter question. Nonetheless, in most medical causation cases, the demands of the subject may lead courts to require testimony about the CoE. The framing of expert testimony regarding discriminatory behavior in employment may take a very different form. In either case, however, the determination of what courts expect from expert testimony should be explicit, and should depend on both the judge's and the jury's need for the help and the expert's ability validly to proof, though, as in medicine and forensic identification, the general research is often weak or absent altogether. Experts in this area, usually psychiatrists and psychologists, testify about a wide range of subjects, such as posttraumatic stress disorder, competency, predictions of violence, mental abnormality, battered woman syndrome, and so forth. Many of the observations made in the text about medical causation and forensic identification are fully applicable to behavioral forensics. 5. Courts generally do not invest substantial effort in explaining why they sometimes allow, and even sometimes insist that expert proof be forthcoming in regard to both the general EoC and the specific cause of an effect. In the routine practice of adjudication, however, medical and forensic experts routinely testify regarding whether this particular case is an instance of some general phenomenon. Courts treat the issue as if they partake of the same logic. They do not. Forensic identification is typically concerned with assessing uncertainty about an unknown past event, such as ''did the suspect leave this DNA trace?'' This is essentially an exercise in Bayesian inference and might be termed ''backcasting.'' In contrast, medical causation is an exercise in assessing a causal connection between known events (e.g., exposure and disease) and might be termed ''attribution.'' 6. Some courts have confused differential etiology with ''differential diagnosis.'' Whereas differential diagnosis concerns identification of the illness, differential etiology concerns assessment of the cause of the illness. Diagnosis precedes etiology, and in many medical settings it is the end of the inquiry. For medical purposes, knowing that the individual has leukemia is the operative concern. In the law, the diagnosis of illness is a necessary prerequisite, but the cause of the illness is typically the fact that is in dispute. 7. Some further reasoning toward this end, such as the presentation and explanation of the ''likelihood ratio''-the valid measure of the strength of the match evidence-may however be permitted. 8. Federal courts take a lax approach to forensic science cases and, more generally, permit some forms of expert testimony on the basis of experience alone. Courts are especially permissive, in this regard, concerning police officers. Other experiential experts might include auto mechanics, real estate appraisers, and harbor pilots. The ostensible reason for permitting such experience-based expertise is courts' belief that it is sufficient to support valid testimony. It is worth pointing out that the primary reason underlying the opinion rule is not validity, but that experience-based opinion does not present the dangers of overwhelming the jury with the aura of scientific exactitude. 9. Although it remains too soon to determine, California may be moving away from using the opinion rule, as evidenced by the recent decision in Sargon Enterprises v. Univ. of So. Cal. (Cal. 2012) . In Sargon, the California Supreme Court held that trial judges must operate as gatekeepers-a term borrowed from Daubertto ensure that the material the expert relies upon ''actually supports the expert's reasoning'' at 1252. This gatekeeping function applies to all experts. 10. In In re Silocone Gel Breast Implants Products Liability Litigation (C. D.Cal. 2004) , the court observed:
When statistical analyses or probabilistic results of epidemiological studies are offered to prove specific causation, however, under California law those analyses must show a relative risk greater than 2.0 to be ''useful'' to the jury . . . . [A] relative risk of 2.0 implies a 50% probability that the agent at issue was responsible for a particular individual's disease. This means that a relative risk that is greater than 2.0 permits the conclusion that the agent was more likely than not responsible for a particular individual's disease.
